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The Survmaster System comprises of:
•
•
•

Main Odometer/Tripmeter (required)
Plugging in Kit (optional) and a
Sensor (required)

The installation is calibrated against an accurate measured reference distance
(usually one kilometre/ mile). The readouts show distance travelled to three decimal
places.
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Survmaster 1 (BRSM1)
The Survmaster 1 Odometer is designed for high accuracy measurement from any vehicle
at any UK legal speed limit. Alterations to the vehicles road wheel size (such as snow
tyres or vehicle transference) can be quickly and accurately accommodated by means of
electronic calibration.
Features include:
• Single 4 Digit Display
• Large Red Digits (15mm high)
• Adjustable decimal point: 9.999 or 99.99
• ON/OFF Rocker Switch
• Zero Button
• Forward/Reverse counting Toggle Switch
• Calibrated in Miles OR Kilometers
• Optional Plug Kit attachment for safety/easy vehicle transference.

Survmaster 1 with Plug Kit (BR43) attachment
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Survmaster 2 (BRSM2)
The Survmaster 2 Odometer is again design for high accuracy measurements from any
vehicle but also offers the operator an Intermediate Distance display which can be zeroed
independently of the Total. The build quality of these instruments ensures that they will
tolerate adverse handling situations such as are likely to be encountered on rough roads.
Features include:
• Two 4 Digit Displays
• Large Red Digits (15mm high)
• Adjustable decimal point: 9.999 and 99.99
• ON/OFF Rocker Switch
• Zero Button for Intermediate Distance
• Freeze Total/Zero Total Toggle Switch
• Forward/Reverse counting Toggle Switch
• Calibrated in Miles OR Kilometers
• Optional Plug Kit attachment for safety/easy vehicle transference.

Survmaster 1 with Plug Kit (BR43)
attachment
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Survmaster 3 (BRSM3)
The Survmaster 3 Precision Odometer represents the highest standards in both accuracy
and functionality.
Features Include:
• Twin Liquid Crystal Displays with Back-Lighting
• Top Display Shows 6 digit readout for Precise Accuracy
• Large Digits (15mm high)
• 999.999 Maximum Total Display
• 9.999 Maximum Intermediate Display
• ON/OFF Switch
• FORWARD/REVERSE Counting
• Individual RESET Buttons
• Individual HOLD Buttons – count continues internally
• Total display FREEZE Button
• AMEND – Both displays can be Pre-set to any figure whilst the vehicle is stationary
• Calibrated in Miles OR Kilometers
• Optional Plug Kit attachment for safety/easy vehicle transference.
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Survmaster 3 PC (BRSM3PC)
This PC model is identical to the standard model, but fitted with the RS232 port which
can send the readout information to a computer running either your own custom data
collection program, or the free program supplied or can be downloaded from the
website.
Features include:
• All the features of the BRSM3
• Twin Liquid Crystal Displays with Back-Lighting
• Top Display Shows 6 digit readout for Precise Accuracy
• Large Digits (15mm high)
• 999.999 Maximum Total Display
• 9.999 Maximum Intermediate Display
• ON/OFF Switch
• FORWARD/REVERSE Counting
• Individual RESET Buttons
• Individual HOLD Buttons – count continues internally
• Total display FREEZE Button
• AMEND – Both displays can be Pre-set to any figure whilst the vehicle is
stationary
• Calibrated in Miles OR Kilometers
• Optional Plug Kit attachment for safety/easy vehicle transference
• Supplied with Free Data Collection Program
• RS232 Port for connection to PC/Laptop
• Optional extras:
• RS232 to USB 2.0 Adaptor + 1M Cable
• RS232 Serial Cable
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Survmaster 3 VIDEO (BRSM4)
The Survmaster VIDEO model retains all the features of the Survmaster 3 and much more.
The facility to connect a camera via RCA connectors for a visual recording of the route,
the distance readouts are then superimposed onto the image. Connect the output to a
miniature portable Video/DVD recorder by way of the phono socket, this stores the
‘movie’ typically onto a SD memory card or similar. Alternatively this can be fed directly
to a lap top using our USB interface device and additional cabling. The data enhanced
footage can then be replayed later in the office to extract information as and when
required.
Features include:
• All the features of the BRSM3
• Twin Liquid Crystal Displays with Back-Lighting
• Top Display Shows 6 digit readout for Precise Accuracy
• Large Digits (15mm high)
• 999.999 Maximum Total Display
• 9.999 Maximum Intermediate Display
• ON/OFF Switch
• FORWARD/REVERSE Counting
• Individual RESET Buttons
• Individual HOLD Buttons – count continues internally
• Total display FREEZE Button
• AMEND – Both displays can be Pre-set to any figure whilst the
vehicle is stationary
• Calibrated in Miles OR Kilometers
• Plug Kit attachment as standard for safety/easy vehicle transference
• IN Phono Socket to receive video footage from a Camera
• OUT Phono Socket for connection to PC/Laptop/Portable recording device
• Optional extras:
• Windscreen Mountable Video Camera + SD Card
• USB Interface devise for recording directly to your Laptop
• 4.3” MP4 Recorder/Viewer
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Survmaster Compact (BRSMC1)
The Survmaster Compact Odometer has been designed to occupy a very small amount of
space 119mm x 50mm x 30mm. The instrument has two measurement recorders which are
in the format 999.999 but are displayed via a single backlit four digit LCD window. Count
direction is forwards or backwards.
Features include:
• Single LCD Display with Back-Lighting
• Display showing up to 6 digits: 999.999
• Provides 2 distance Readings
• Total distance
• Intermediate distance
• Independently Zeroed Displays
• FORWARD/REVERSE Counting available
• Distance Pre-entry possible on both displays
• Pre-Attached Plug Kit for Easy Removal
• Light-weight only 140g

Please note all these meters require a BRANTZ sensor.
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Brantz Universal Speedometer Cable Sensor

BR1

This plastic ‘5 pulses-per-rev’ unit fits in the length of almost any speedometer cable, though some old
cables require holes to be slightly enlarged due to larger than normal cable dimensions; and some modern
speedometer cables need ingenuity to dismantle them as manufacturers seem to want to prevent customers
from separating the inner from the outer. Generally with the so-called ‘sealed’ cables, a section of sheath
from the centre of the cable should be removed first to obviate the fixing system used on the ends of the
inner. Replacement lengths of sheath can always be put back in after the cable has been separated. Heatshrink sleeve, particularly the type which is adhesive-lined makes easy repairs to segmented sheaths.

Brantz Universal Wheel Sensor

BR2A

June 2004 saw the last of the Brantz BR2 14mm type wheel sensors (14mm diameter).The introduction of
the BR2A type wheel sensor sees a shift in the performance available. The new BR2A is a 12mm device with
slightly different performance characteristics and is designed for the 2005+ range of Brantz tripmeters
which are recognisable by the integral side mounting plates (International 1, 2, and 2S types) or serial
numbering 04-07-etc. The new sensor may well work with older tripmeters but this cannot be relied upon.
Old tripmeters can be upgraded at the Brantz factory for a small charge, or free of charge if the meters
have come in for a service.

Right Track Enterprises Ltd

www.survmaster.com
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Brantz Ford/GM Gearbox Sensor

BR4

Most European manufacturers have standardised their gearbox outputs to accept a M18 x 1.5mm threaded
sensor which has a square peg drive.
Technical specification: 4 pulses per revolution (20mA sink capability). Hysteresis type sensor. 5volts to 13
volts power supply.

Brantz Japanese Gearbox Sensor

BR3

Most Japanese manufacturers have standardised their gearbox outputs to accept a M22 x 1.5mm threaded
sensor which has a round peg drive with a ‘lug’ pinched onto the side.
Technical specification: 4 pulses per revolution (20mA sink capability). Hysteresis type sensor. 5volts to 13
volts power supply.

Right Track Enterprises Ltd

www.survmaster.com
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Brantz Japanese Gearbox Sensor High Grade

BR3HG

This M22 x 1.5mm Sensor also comes in a High Grade with a heavy duty metal casing – this unit is ideal for
harsh conditions/rough terrain.

Brantz Drive Shaft Sensor

BRH2

Special Sensors for generic detection of rotating shafts provide bigger distance sensing for the Brantz range
of odometers.
The Type BRH2 sensor types are a fall-back sensor to be utilised when the more easily implemented
standard types are unusable and they require some level of interpretation for each individual situation.
Select these sensor options only if you are able to provide some amount of engineering expertise and
originality.

Right Track Enterprises Ltd

www.survmaster.com
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Brantz Sensor Pulse Doubler

BR52

Brantz Tripmeters and Retrotrips which are fitted to vehicles with a low number of pulses feeding to the
tripmeter produce a low calibration figure. If this figure is normally in the range under 499 then the
calibrated accuracy of the tripmeter can be improved by doubling the number of pulses produced by the
sensor.
This BR52 device will fit onto the grey cable coming from the tripmeter using the connector blades on the
right, and an extension grey cable can be connected to the connection block on the left of the BR52 board
(pictured above). This extension cable will connect as normal to the Brantz wheel type sensor or any of the
Brantz speedometer cable or gearbox sensors (see separate sensor connection instructions). This will result
in the doubling of the tripmeter calibration figure, which makes a finer step between one calibration figure
and the next. The advice for installation is identical to the instructions for the wheel sensor; or any other
sensor, on any Brantz or Retrotrip instrument.

Right Track Enterprises Ltd

www.survmaster.com
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Brantz Pre-Scaling Interface

BR5

This interface is intended to safely drive Brantz meters from digital pulse supplies found on vehicles fitted
with digitally pulsed electronic speedometers or tachographs and as such, substitute for other types of
motion sensors. Some types of ABS sensors are suitable as inputs to the interface, though some ABS systems
do not generate a speedometer pulse until they reach a certain speed and so are not capable of accurate
work Check with your car supplier. The three push-on connectors on the right of the device are colour
coded to match the wires inside the GREY cable coming from the Brantz meter. The single push-on
connector on the left of the interface will respond to digital ground pulses coming from the vehicle.
Confirm suitability with a voltmeter before connecting the interface to the vehicle’s pulse wire: Low signal
= less than one volt, high signal is greater than 4 volts positive with respect to ground. Analogue sources are
not suitable. Check that the signal occurs at very low speeds as well as at normal driving speeds.

Brantz Dividing Interface for Universal Wheel Sensor

BR5-2A

This interface is intended for use in conjunction with the Brantz Universal Wheel Sensor (BR2A) when the
pulse rate is too high for the calibration push-wheel digits on the meter to compensate.

Right Track Enterprises Ltd

www.survmaster.com
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Brantz CANBUS Interface

BR57

Most cars after 2005 have a CANBUS system. This is a multiplexed wiring system used to connect intelligent
devices such as Gearbox and Engine Electronic Control Units (ECU's), Speed, ABS and Stereo information;
allowing data to be transferred conveniently throughout the vehicle. This Brantz Sensor allows you to
access the CANBUS system via the OBDII socket (used by diagnostic engineers) to pick up the speed pulse
from your vehicle. This is a nifty piece of kit that makes it extremely easy to tap into the speed pulse of
newer vehicles without the need to mechanically fit a sensor. Very useful when using for example hire cars
or proofing the route in your modern course car.
This unit comes with a choice of 2 Meter Mounting Kits. Please see below:
Brantz CANBUS Plug Kit
BR45
This option if for fitting to Brantz Meters which have a Male plug
attachment fitted.

BRANTZ CANBUS Wiring Kit
BR47
This option if for attaching the CANBUS Sensor directly to a Brantz Meter
Sensor Cable with crimped ends (i.e. no Plug)

Please note not all vehicles send the speed pulse via the CANBUS so please check with your vehicle
manufacturer.

Right Track Enterprises Ltd

www.survmaster.com
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Plug Kit

BR43

The Plug Kit enables the removal of Brantz meters from
the vehicles for safe keeping, or to share one meter
between several vehicles. Can be factory fitted to the
Tripmeter when ordered together or retrospectively
fitted to your existing meter.

Dual Sensor Switch

BR49

This handy piece of equipment allows you to connect 2 sensors to one
tripmeter, so should one fail mid-rally you can just flick a switch and
the back up sensor is in use and you do not loose any of your
previously recorded measurements – Don't forget to adjust your
calibration figures!

Sensor Extension Cable

BR2X

3M extra cable length for longer vehicles or just if the
sensor is far from the meter. Includes crimped ends and
terminal blocks.

Fuse Kit
All Tripmeters and Retrotrips MUST have a 2amp fuse fitted between the battery and the Meter – this kit
provides you with a easy to attach In-Line Fuse Holder and 2 x 2amp fuses.

Right Track Enterprises Ltd

www.survmaster.com
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Current Price List
Price
SURVMASTER Precision Odometers
Survmaster 1
Survmaster 2
Survmaster 3
Survmaster 3 PC
• RS232 to USB2.0
• RS232 Serial Cable
Survmaster 3 VIDEO
• Windscreen Mountable Camera
• USB Interface Device
• 4.3” MP4 Recorder/Viewer
Survmaster Compact 1

BRSM1
BRSM2
BRSM3
BRSM3PC
BRSM4
BRSMC1

Sensors
Universal Speedo Cable.
Universal Wheel Cable
Japanese M22 Gearbox
Japanese M22 Gearbox (High Grade)
Ford/GM/ M18 Gearbox
Drive Shaft Sensor
Sensor Pulse Doubler (For increased calibration accuracy)
Pre-Scaler Interface (For electronic pulse sources)
Dividing Interface for Universal Wheel Sensors
CANBUS Sensor
CANBUS Sensor Plug Kit
CANBUS Sensor Wiring Kit

BR1
BR2A
BR3
BR3HG
BR4
BRH2
BR52
BR5
BR5-2A
BR57
BR45
BR47

£24.77
£24.77
£24.77
£36.02
£30.72
£68.97
£54.34
£48.07
£48.07
£120.00
£20.73
£20.73

Accessories
Plug Kit for Tripmeters
Dual Sensor Switch (Switch quickly & easily to your back-up Sensor)
Sensor Extension Cable (3M)
Replacement Sensor and Power Cable lead Set (2M)
Fuse Kit (2 x 2amp Fuses + In-Line Fuse Holder)

BR43
BR49
BR2x
BR46
Fuse Kit

£20.73
£22.59
£10.45
£15.68
£3.50

£158.55
£200.55
£295.00
£400.05
£17.75
£20.50
£762.00
£48.00*
£40.00*
£115.00*
£191.00

All prices plus Shipping, and VAT where appropriate. * Prices Subject to Change.
Payments accepted via Card, Bank Transfer, Cheque or Purchase Order from local
Authorities/Utilities, Government Bodies etc
Contact Us:
SURVMASTER
Right Track Enterprises Ltd,
34 Union Road,
Macclesfield,
Cheshire,
SK11 7BN, UK
Tel/Fax: 0044 (0) 1625 669366
Email: sales@survaster.com
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